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Abstract—Mobile ad hoc networks require routing
algorithms that provide high performance in terms of delivery
times of packets for dynamically changing topologies under
various load conditions. A routing algorithm is proposed which is
based on adaptive Q-routing technique with Full Echo extension.
The proposed algorithm, called Adaptive Q-routing with
Random Echo and Route Memory (AQRERM), has the
improved performance in terms of overshoot and settling time of
the learning. It also greatly improves stability of routing under
conditions of high load for the benchmark example.

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks [1] require routing algorithms that
maintain high performance, e.g., in terms of delivery times for
packets, for dynamically changing topologies under various
load conditions. Routing algorithms for ad hoc networks are
surveyed in [2] [3]. Although, probably the most popular
protocol for mobile ad hoc networks is AODV [4], its
enhancement [5] based on reinforcement learning, namely
Q-learning [6], seems very promising. Routing techniques
based on reinforcement learning [7] can cope with dynamically
changing conditions, using local information and globally
gathered data, therefore they can be very efficient for mobile
ad hoc networks, e.g., see the survey [8]. Q-routing algorithm
[9] is a routing scheme which is based on Q-learning, modelfree reinforcement learning method. Over the past several years
Q-routing has been extended in many ways, for example, see
Full Echo Q-routing [9], Dual Reinforcement Q-routing [10],
Predictive Q-routing [11], Ant-Based Q-Routing [12], Gradient
Ascent Q-routing [13], K-Shortest Paths Q-routing [14],
Credence Based Q-routing [15], Q-probabilistic routing [16],
Simulated Annealing Based Hierarchical Q-routing [17],
Enhanced Confidence-Based Q-routing [18].
We focus on routing algorithms based on Q-routing
because they provide flexible frameworks for implementation
of reinforcement learning methods that can improve the
performance of routing by using only local information or
some data which pass through the network gathering the
information about the global state of the network. In addition,
these methods allow to balance exploration and exploitation
during the learning process just by changing some parameters
of the routing algorithm. The above-mentioned features of
Q-routing based frameworks can be crucial for providing
highest possible performance of routing for rapidly changing

ad hoc networks with complex topologies. These networks can
be estimated to be in great request in the near future.
This paper addresses the problem of balancing exploration
and exploitation by introducing some enhancement to the
previously developed routing algorithm, called Adaptive
Q-routing Full Echo (AQFE) [19]. This algorithm is based on
Full Echo extension of Q-routing, described in [9]. Full Echo
extension significantly increases exploration by implementing
the following method. Upon sending a packet, each node sends
requests to its neighboring nodes in order to get the estimates
of the delivery time for the routes provided by these neighbors.
But under high load conditions, Full Echo Q-routing can lead
to unstable delivery times caused by oscillating routes [9].
AQFE partly solves this problem by dynamically changing the
learning rates that are used for updating estimates during Full
Echo polling. This adaptation of learning rates allows to reduce
exploration after the learning has settled. But instability in the
average delivery time remains under some conditions,
especially, when the load is high.
To overcome this, we propose the modification of AQFE
based on Random Echo and Route Memory techniques. The
Random Echo scheme implies that neighboring nodes are
polled randomly taking into account the estimates of the
average delivery time. The route memory technique is added to
prevent the case when the packets return to the nodes already
visited. The resulting algorithm, called Adaptive Q-routing
with Random Echo and Route Memory (AQRERM), reduces
instability under high load conditions and improves
performance in terms of overshoot and settling time of the
learning.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Q-routing
The network consists of nodes, which can be considered as
agents transmitting packets to their neighbors. The decision to
transmit a packet is affected only by the packet’s destination
and so called Q-values stored in the table, also known as
Q-table. Q-values are updated according to the estimates of the
delivery time of packets. Let Qx(d,y) denote Q-value located at
row d and column y in Q-table, and d is interpreted as the
destination node and y corresponds to the neighbor y. Thus
Qx(d,y) can be seen as the estimate of the delivery time that
could be spent in transmitting a packet, destined for node d, by
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using neighboring node y as the proxy. By P(s,d) we denote a
packet originated at node s and destined for node d. Q-routing
policy implies that P(s,d) is sent to neighbor with minimal
Qx(d,y) at row d in Q-table. By sending P(s,d) to y, node x gets
back y’s estimate t for the time remaining in the route:
t

min Q y (d , z )

zN ( y )

back their values t and all the values in row d of node x’s
Q-table are updated accordingly. Q-routing with this
modification is mentioned later as Full Echo Q-routing policy.
This policy can decrease the settling time and the overshoot
of the initial stage of learning under low and medium load. But
when the load gets higher, this approach can cause the routes
oscillating between some bottlenecks of the network [9]. These
oscillations may lead to significant variations in the average
delivery time, thus increasing the average delivery time
calculated for longer time intervals. Such effect can be seen in
Fig. 2, which represents the average delivery time when Full
Echo Q-routing is applied for the irregular grid network
presented in Fig. 1. This network is a widely used benchmark,
and it is also used for the experiments presented in the paper.

(1)

where N(y) is the set of all y’s neighbors. The following rule is
used to update Qx(d,y):
Qx (d , y )

Qx (d , y )  K  (q  s  t  Qx (d , y ))

(2)

where K is called learning rate, q is the time spent in node x’s
queue, s is the transmission time between nodes x and y.
B. Full Echo Q-routing
The drawback of Q-routing is that it does not update
Q-values greater than the minimal Q-value at the same row of
Q-table. Indeed, if the same Q-value remains minimal then
Q-routing policy implies that the update rule (2) is applied only
to this Q-value, and other Q-values remain unchanged. At the
initial stage of learning, the minimal Q-value is likely to
become greater due to congestions in the related routes. That is
why other Q-values are usually updated at this stage. But later,
after the learning has settled, Q-values do not change so much,
and consequently, the routes remain unchanged even if they are
not optimal. This can lead to the increase in the average
delivery time. Additional exploration, based on polling the
neighbors, could solve this problem. Moreover, it can speed up
the learning at the initial stage.

Fig. 2. Q-routing, Full Echo Q-routing, and AQFE under the same load
conditions

C. Adaptive Q-routing Full Echo (AQFE)
The problem with oscillations under high load is addressed
in [19] by modifying Full Echo Q-routing in the following
way. The additional learning rate (K 2 ) is introduced, and it
dynamically adapts to the estimate of the average delivery time
obtained at the node. The basic learning rate K is used to
update the Q-value of the neighbor to whom the packet is sent.
And the additional learning rate is used to update Q-values for
other neighbors during full echo procedure. The resulting
algorithm is called Adaptive Q-routing Full Echo (AQFE).
The additional learning rate is adapted for each node as
follows:

K2

Fig. 1. The 6x6 grid network example used as a benchmark

(3)

where Test is an estimate of the average delivery time, Tmax is
an estimate of the maximum average delivery time, k is a
parameter called echo rate which determines the ratio between
learning rates when the average delivery time is at its
maximum. The node x updates its estimate Test as follows:

To add such exploration to the policy, a modification called
“full echo” has been proposed in [9]. This modification can be
described as follows. When node x is going to choose the
neighbor for forwarding the packet P(s,d), all the neighbors are
requested for the values t obtained by (1). The neighbors send

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Test
K  k
Tmax
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Test

1
nD

Qx (d , y )
¦ ymin
N ( x)

to this technique, each neighbor, that is not the proxy for the
packet, is requested for its estimate t with probability equal to
Test Tmax .

 

d D

where D is the set of all destinations known to node x, nD is

This modification leads to the following remarkable
feature. The policy is almost like AQFE when the learning
process at the initial stage because Test | Tmax if the average
delivery time increases. But later on, it is almost like Qrouting, because the value Test Tmax gets smaller, and this
corresponds to low probability of requesting the neighbors. In
this case the learning is mainly provided by (1) and (2) with
constant learning rate K , thus making AQRERM similar to
Q-routing.

the size of D, N ( x) is the set of all neighbors of node x. The
estimate Tmax is the current maximum value among all Test
obtained at node x. The estimates Test , Tmax allow to
dynamically adjust the balance between exploration and
exploitation. During the initial stage of the learning process,
the average delivery time increases or remains high, therefore
Test | Tmax . The echo rate k usually is less than 1, and
consequently K 2  K . This reduces exploration comparing to
Full Echo Q-routing, thus making the routing more stable. The
adaptation rule shown in (3) allows to explore more, when the
average delivery time is high, because stabilization of routing
is not the main concern at this stage. For example at the initial
stage the level of exploration is comparable to that of Full Echo
Q-routing. But the overshoot under AQFE is greater than that
of Full Echo Q-routing because K 2  K at initial learning stage.

As a result, AQRERM significantly reduces instability and
oscillations for high values of k , because the probability of
polling is low after the learning has settled, and consequently
higher k do not affect the routing decisions so much.

B. Route Memory
The second modification of AQFE is called Route Memory
and it can be described as follows. Each packet has the list of
the visited nodes. This list of limited size L is updated upon the
arrival of the packet to the new node. The predefined size of
the list implies that the packet can keep the information about
no more than L visited nodes. The route is determined by the
sequence of visited nodes, thus each packet has the memory of
its own route already established, and this gives the name for
the method.

Later, K 2 reduces, thus eliminating some oscillations and
improving routing stability. For example, Fig. 2 compares Full
Echo Q-routing and Adaptive Q-routing Full Echo, and shows
that the overshoot is higher but oscillations are eliminated
under AQFE.
III. ADAPTIVE Q-ROUTING WITH RANDOM ECHO AND ROUTE
MEMORY (AQRERM)

The information about visited nodes is used in the decisionmaking process. The node always chooses the neighbor y with
minimum Qx(d,y) among Q-values that are at row d and not
related to the nodes already visited by the packet. If all
neighbors have been already visited then this rule is not
applied. Also, node y’s estimate t for the time remaining in the
route is obtained by the formula:

AQFE, presented in the previous section, improves the
performance of routing in comparison to Full Echo Q-routing,
mainly under high load. Nevertheless, it suffers from instability
of routing under higher load conditions or in the case of
increased k, the parameter used in (3). For example, see Fig. 11
where the application of AQFE leads to frequent spikes in the
average delivery time.

t

In this paper we propose the following modification of
AQFE which is based on the following techniques. First, we
modify the full echo procedure by requesting the neighbors
randomly, i.e. each time only the random subset of the
neighbors is requested for the estimates t. Second, each packet
has the attachment with the information about the nodes visited
by this packet. The proposed algorithm is called Adaptive
Q-routing with Random Echo and Route Memory (AQRERM).
Below we consider these modifications in more details.

(5)

where N*(y) is the set of all y’s neighbors except node x, or
N*(y) = N (y) when N (y) contains only node x. This rule takes
into account that node y gets the estimate t for the packet
arrived from node x. In most cases this packet will not return to
x because of the Route Memory policy, and therefore N*(y) is
used instead of N (y).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Random Echo
When the parameter k becomes greater under AQFE, the
performance is usually improved at the initial stage of the
learning process. But higher values of k may cause instability
of routing. The instability may be eliminated by reducing k,
but smaller k leads to the increase of the settling time in many
cases. That is why, we propose the technique called Random
Echo instead of the original Full Echo procedure. According

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

min Q y (d , z )

z N *( y )

We use simulation modeling for experimental evaluation of
routing algorithms. The development of analytical bounds or
measures for the performance of the algorithms, based on
Q-routing, is a difficult task that can be addressed in future
research.
Several results of the experimental evaluation of AQFE for
the benchmark network presented in Fig. 1 are given in [19].
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C. Instability under high load conditions
Under high load conditions, when O 3 , wild variations of
the average delivery time may occur even after the initial
learning has settled. These variations are mostly in the form of
high spikes, for example see Fig. 11.

Particularly, in most cases AQFE leads to lower overshoot, and
the settling time is almost the same as in the case of Q-routing,
and Dual Reinforcement Q-routing [10] (DRQ-routing).
But these results are obtained for the settings where
k = 0.01. Fig. 2 represents the result for AQFE under
K  k 0.22 .
Let us consider the experiments for even higher values
of k and address the problem of instability of routing under
this high load.
The results described in the paper are for K = 0.9. Notice
that this choice of K is suggested by the results of the
experiments with learning rates presented in [20]. It has been
shown that the values K = 0.9 and K = 1.0 provide the best
performance of Q-routing under most load conditions
according to the overshoot and the settling time.
The average delivery time is updated with period equal to
100 time steps or “ticks”. The time is measured in ticks
because the transition to real time units is straightforward, and
the tick unit is more convenient at this stage of performance
analysis in its general form when we do not consider many
implementation details such as transmission rate or processor
clock speed. Following [9], [10] and other works, we use some
usual simplifications related to the packet size and the
transmission time between nodes. Namely, all packets have the
same size and are transmitted in 1 tick between nodes in any
neighboring pair.
The irregular grid network shown in Fig. 1 is used in all
experiments. Packets are destined for random nodes and
originate in the network at random nodes. The creation of
packets are driven by Poisson distribution with parameter O .
This parameter also indicates the network load. For example,
O 1 refers to conditions of low load, and O t 3 is considered
as high load because, as suggested by our experiments, when
O | 3.7 the network, in most cases, becomes congested, and
the routing algorithms are unable to find efficient routes.

A. Low load conditions
The results of three independent trials with different
random seeds are presented in Fig 3. The settings for these
trials were: O 1 , K 0.9 , K  k 0.5 , L 3 . The plots
clearly indicate that AQRERM significantly outperforms
Q-routing, DRQ-routing and AQFE in all trials. For the trials
with other random seeds the results are pretty the same.

B. High load conditions
The results of three independent trials with different
random seeds are presented in Fig 4. The settings for these
trials differ from the previous case only by load level, which is
determined here by O 3. The better performance of
AQRERM is quite obvious.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 3. Performance of routing algorithms under low load conditions
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Probably, this effect of the delivery time variations can be
explained by the oscillation of routes between the top path and
the central one, which connect two parts of the network [9].

Fig. 5 demonstrates the queues oscillating during the spike
of the average delivery time. The lengths of the queues change
over short period of time, from tick 10383 to tick 11234. This
indicates that routes are switching between the top and central
path of the network. This maintains the average delivery time
much higher than the lowest possible level.
These pictures, as well as the results of the experiments in
this paper, are obtained by using multi-agent modeling
environment NetLogo. The routing algorithms are also
implemented and tested in this environment.
The main concern is to eliminate the variations of the
average delivery time or at least significantly reduce the height
of the spikes and the probability of their occurrences.

Fig. 5. Oscillating routes lead to oscilating lengths of the queues when
AQFE is used under high load

Fig. 4. Performance of routing algorithms under high load conditions

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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set of parameters is the same as in the case of the experiment
presented in Fig. 3 and can be considered as a condition of
low load. These results demonstrate that under conditions of
low load there is no much difference among the cases with
different L.
The performance under varying L and O 3 , K 0.9 ,
K  k 0.5 is shown in Fig. 7. Under conditions of high load
the effects of various L can be seen more clearly.

The importance of this issue is supported by the fact that in
many cases a high spike can occur after a period of stable
routing even when the network load remains constant, as
depicted in Fig. 11. For instance, this makes harder to estimate
the possibility of high delivery times after initial learning stage
and, consequently, guarantee that some predefined timing
constraints will be met.
The high spikes can be eliminated by reducing k. But the
settling time increases when k increases. The proposed
algorithm, AQRERM, solves this problem by eliminating high
spikes under high k.

E. AQRERM with constant k and AQFE with fine-tuned k
Instability of routing under AQFE can be almost eliminated
by using lower values of k , and AQFE can provide the stable
routing as well as the proposed AQRERM with the same k,
see Fig. 8, where AQFE has K  k 0.125 and AQRERM has
K  k 0.5 under the same settings: O 3 , K 0.9 , L 3 .
Notice that AQFE provides the stable routing for a long
period. But even in this case, AQRERM performs better in
terms of overshoot.

Fig. 6. Performance of AQRERM for various L under low load

Fig. 8. Performance AQFE with fine-tuned k against AQRERM with the
same settings

Fig. 7. Performance of AQRERM for various L under high load

D. Influence of L on overshoot and settling time
The parameter L, the size of the list, affects the decisions of
AQRERM, therefore some experiments are needed to estimate
the influence of this parameter on the performance and
stability of routing. Fig. 6 shows how the performance of
AQRERM depends on L for O 1 , K 0.9 , K  k 0.5 . This

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 9. Performance of routing algorithms under higher load conditons
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settling time and overshoot. The routing is stable under
AQRERM in this experiment.

Fig. 10. Performance of routing algorithms under medium load conditons

Under higher load, see Fig. 9, when O 3.2 , AQRERM
with the same settings outperforms AQFE with the settings
previously fine-tuned, namely K  k 0.125 .Under medium
load, see Fig. 10, when O 2 , AQRERM with the same
settings also significantly outperforms AQFE with
K  k 0.125 . The results show that under various load
conditions, AQRERM with unchanged k outperforms AQFE
with k fine-tuned for a specific load range.

Fig. 11. Stability of routing under AQFE and AQRERM for O

The instability of routing can be provided by using AQFE
with smaller k but this can significantly increase overshoot
and settling time. The tradeoff between performance and
stability in the case of AQFE can be achieved by fine-tuning k
for each load condition. But in the case of AQRERM one
value of k , e.g. such that K  k 0.5 , provides stability of
routing and gives significantly better performance for all load
conditions in comparison to AQFE with fine-tuned k. Thus
AQRERM provides more convenient and efficient way to
route packets without adapting k for each load condition.

Fig. 12. Stability of routing under AQFE and AQRERM for

F. Influence of L on stability
We estimate stability of routing under high load, O 3 ,
on larger time intervals such as 80000 ticks as depicted in
Fig. 11. In the case of AQFE, high spikes of the average
delivery time occur at regular intervals during routing.
AQRERM provides stability of routing under high load
conditions by eliminating high spikes of delivery time
variations.

O 3. 5

V. CONCLUSION
A modification of the routing algorithm AQFE [15] is
proposed and called Adaptive Q-routing with Random Echo
and Route Memory (AQRERM). The algorithm outperforms
AQFE, Q-routing [9] and DRQ-routing [6] under various load
conditions for the irregular 6x6 grid network widely used as a
benchmark.

Notice that under higher load conditions, e.g.,
when O 3.2 , small variations of the average delivery time
may occur even if AQRERM is applied, for example, see
Fig. 9. To test this in more details, similar experiments were
carried out for even higher load when O 3.5 , and the results
are presented in Fig. 12. Notice that AQFE is unable to find
efficient routes in this case and the learning has not settled,
while under AQRERM the learning has settled but with larger

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

3

AQRERM does not require finding the best settings, e.g.,
the value of the parameter k, for specific load conditions. This
can be required in the case of AQFE.
AQRERM greatly improves stability of routing under high
load conditions comparing to AQFE. This justifies the
proposed modifications of AQFE and the practical value of the
resulting algorithm called AQRERM.
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The results of the experiments obtained for the irregular
6x6 grid network, see Fig. 1, support the claims made
above.
Additional experiments are needed to test AQRERM under
various conditions. For example, other network topologies can
be used, including the networks with dynamically changing
topologies. Also, the performance of AQRERM under different
load patterns can be tested.
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